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EASIER...FASTER...MORE

ECONOMICALLY

^STEPLESS" TRANSMISSION ELIMINATES GEAR SHIFTING;
DELIVERS FULL ENGINE POWER TO DRIVE WHEEL AT A N Y SPEED!

Here's the off-the-road sure powered vehicle that takes you through desert
sand, up steep mountain grades, across shallow streams, easier, faster
^Jand/vMh'greater safety. Exclusive SideKick Powr-Pak transmission does its
own shifting—in slow, rough going delivers full engine drive to get you
—on level or smooth ground gives you top speed without racing engine.
For your next off-the-beaten track t r i p . . . take a SideKick. You'll go
faster—have more time for fun, see more places, do more things.
You can hunt, fish, explore or prospect with a companion or your
outdoors gear, for SideKick carries two people with ease or one person and
all necessary camping gear and supplies—up to 400 pounds. Its sturdy,
'v -ail-electrically welded construction takes the hardest abuse; special non-skid
tires give you "go" under most adverse conditions; automotive type
brakes—front and rear—gives safer control, even on steepest
vt;V slopes and, SideKick's demountable handlebars lets you transport the
unit upright in station wagon or jeep.
"««

THE "GO-ANYWHERE,
DO-ANYTHING" SIDEKICK
Honestly built and powered; choice of fully
equipped or economy priced models—you
get more fun, more enjoyment in out-ofdoors travel or work with the "go-anywhere,
do-anything" SideKick.

SIDEKICK STANDARD comes completely equipped •.with
extra gas can, buddy seat, carrying rack, 2-wheel brakes';. ^
extra foot rests and other features—complete, ready-tois*?";
go—no extras to buy!

Featured by Leading Dealers Everywhere or Write:

r
Subsidiary of Farmers Tool & Supply Corp.

No. Washington

Denver 16, Coloradc

SIDEKICK 100-Economy priced
with same rugged construction
and Powr-Pak transmission but
without standard equipment of
regular SideKick.

Use yoor SideKifk for all types of Outdoor
Recreation, Travel, Work
In addition to fun and recreation, Sid&Kick has many
other uses-y-fefihers and ranchers supervise field crews,
ride irrigation ditches, mend fences, round up stock, do
chores. Industry uses, it for_ low-cost transportation of
parts and personnel—SideKick does many off-the-highway jobs where sure traction ^afldlowxost transportation
is desired.
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In the late 1950s while stationed at San Bernardino, Calif., Air Force Colonel Jack Novak traveled
the desert country extensively, pursuing his hobby of
photography. He visited ghost towns, followed wildflower leads, camped in little-frequented corners of
the desert, got Indians to pose for him, attended
rodeos (he described the photo at right as a "lucky
shot"), and generally saw—and photographed—all
there was to see in Southwest America.
Col. Novak put his color slides together into an
award-winning photographic-essay which he called,
"The Fascinating Desert." And then came re-assignment. He was transferred to NATO Air Headquarters at Fontainebleau, France.
Let Col. Novak tell the rest of this story:
Shortly after moving to France, I was asked to
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show the program. As some of the people in the
audience would not understand English, it was decided to translate the show into French. Our daughter, Lani, had been going to a French school, Jeanne
d'Arc Institution, so she helped with the tape recording task. With the show now in two languages, the
audience grew to include a greater variety of the
seven nationalities represented at NATO Headquarters. Inevitably some French editors saw or heard
about the story and asked that several photographs
and some text be provided for an article in their
publications. Thus the story came to be printed in
the French magazine, Sciences et Voyages, which is
their modest version of National Geographic.
Things seemed to snowball after that. A new
German publication, Das Tier, learned about the
story of the desert, and I was advised to contact the
editor, Prof. Dr. B. Grzimek, in Frankfurt, Germany. I had seen many of Dr. Grzimek's photographs of African wild animals. He is also the
Director of the Zoological Garden in Frankfurt. He
speaks good English and is an energetic and most
interesting person.
His love of animals and photography made a most
natural atmosphere for our first meeting, during
which we discussed such widely varying topics as his
writings and plagiarism of his material by communist
countries.
Dr. Grzimek notified me that my desert story
would be translated again, this time into German
for Das Tier. It appeared in the April issue of the
magazine, which is distributed to magazine stands
in every country in Europe.
There are many interesting sidelights to the story
of bringing the American Desert to Europe; however one of the most intriguing features is learning
the different idioms and ways of translating particular common sayings from the English text.
For example: at one point in my story I emphasize that our desert has its own way of saying that
life is worth living, that life is best when things are
not taken for granted. Translated into French, the
passage came out as follows:
"Une chose est certaine, line regie reste valable; tout qui est originaire du desert a sa maiere a soi de proclamer que la vie vaut la piene
d'etre vecue, que la vie la plus belle est celle qui
n'est pas facile, et ou les alouettes ne tombent
pas toutes roties."
continued on next page
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t*Two Speed Sprocket
V Contour Saddle,
is 3% hp 4 Cycle
U Sprung Forks
1*83 lbs.

Trail Scout
THIS POWER PLANT OF A MINIATURE
SCOOTER WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY
FOR THE HUNTER, FISHERMAN, ROCK
HOL'ND, OR JUST PLAIN EXPLORER WHO
WISHES TRANSPORTATION FOR RUGGED
OFF-THE-BEATEN PATH TERRAIN. WILL
CARRY 2 PEOPLE • HEIGHT 32" •
LENGTH 50" • WHEEL BASE 36" •
TANK WITH GAS GAUGE •

$249.00
Send 100 for literature

engineering
330 SO. IRWINDAIE AVE., DM-3, AZUSA, CALIF.
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When answering advertisements that appear on these pages, a mention of the
fact that you read the ad in DESERT
would be greatly appreciated.

Novak titled this picture: "Two Little Screeches"
Particularly interesting is the reference to
"les alouettes" or larks.
"How," I asked the French translator,
"does one come up with the reference to
the lark in the passage about life being
worth living when things are not taken for
granted?"
His reply illustrates the dramatic and
romantic ways of the French language. The
lark is a difficult bird to shoot, yet is very
tasty and thus a cherished game bird trophy
—thus, in French: "Life is most beautiful
when it is not easy or when the larks do
not fall (from the heaven) already cooked."
(The full French idiom adds: ". . . and
fall into your mouth already cooked.")
At another point in the English text, my
narrative reads:
"Is there not a lesson to be gained
from our fantastic and fascinating desert?
Life is not the proverbial Bowl of Cherries that we would all like it to be. In
accepting the adversities that life holds
in store for us it may be well to recall
the desert from time to time. Perhaps
it will help to make life a little more
worth living. Overlook unhappiness, present the world a brave new look."
Again the French is interesting, for my
"Bowl of Cherries" comes out "la proverbi4 / Desert Magazine / May, 1962

ale rose sans epines." In other words, "life
is not the proverbial rose without thorns."
The passage about presenting the world a
brave new look appears: "Dominer les
miseres, regarder bruvement le monde d'un
oeil nouveau."—thus we must look at the
world bravely with a new eye.
Actually we have had an enjoyable time
with the various associations and friendly
relationships that have grown out of what
might be termed a Crusade in Europe for
the revelation of the USA's Desert Southwest. Our daughter. Lani, has introduced
the slide showings when they are done in
French. Her accent and pronunciation is
flawless (at least so far as her mother and
father can tell) and she has always drawn
a great hand of applause following her
introductions.
At this point she introduces her father
to the audience. In my more Americanized
version of French 1 have added that the
best way for them all to see the desert for
themselves is to take lots of U.S. dollars
and travel to America, adding that this
would also make President Kennedy happy
—a point that always seems to tickle a
funny bone. Whereupon everyone laughs
and we're off to view Death Valley, the
desert flowers, the animals and birds and
clouds and far vistas.
///
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TERRY'S
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BIGGER AND BETTER
Unusual mountings and findings. Good
selection of jewelers' tools, equipment,
supplies, silver, books, cut stones, etc.
Covington lapidary equipment. Top quality merchandise at reasonable prices.
SEND 50c TODAY FOR YOUR COPY
Money refunded on first $5.00 order
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